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The First Zero-Trust Enterprise Browser

In the ever-evolving digital landscape, the need to reduce risk exposure, boost business agility,
and deliver an exceptional user experience is paramount. SURF Extension is designed to
transform any browser into a robust enterprise-grade security control. This solution offers a
seamless access experience, granting secure entry to internal private apps, SaaS apps, and data,
all while maintaining stringent, recorded, and audited control over application access and data
transfers. SURF Extension seamlessly complements and integrates with your existing controls,
making it a powerful tool for enhancing security and productivity.

Organizational-grade
Secure Web Browsing

SURF Extension is a seamless browser add-on solution, allowing
companies to maintain employee workflows and productivity while
providing complete security and control on any device, platform, or
browser, reducing security costs by up to 90%

Key Product Capabilities

Use Cases

User Navigation
Surf offers ability to track user activity
in any url including screenshots.

Authentication control
Such as transaction MFA or prevention
of login with personal credentials could
be configured.

Traffic control
Surf can route a specific domain traffic
via a proxy without impact to other
domain traffic of the device itself. 

Phishing protection
Surf offers a unique whitelisted domains
phishing protection which is preventing
users from login to sites not appearing on a
whitelist of domains, thus preventing any
targeted attack.

Download protection
Surf offers protection on any download  
such as- Download malware scan,
Download prevention.

DLP
Surf offers full DLP protection
including: copy, paste, view source,
print, pii masking and data
anonymization.

Extension control
Surf allows Admin to control which
extensions are approved and only those
will be allowed to install.
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https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=562779362&q=anonymization&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjrxeT-8JOBAxWmVEEAHaljBNoQkeECKAB6BAgJEAE
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Key Features
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General web access 
If allowed by admin

Internal Web Apps
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Achieve
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Adoption

Eliminate
High Risk

Threats

Enable Secure
Collaboration

Accelerate
Business

Innovation

Transform any browser into a strong security asset.

Value Proposition

BOOK A DEMO

info@surf.security www.surf.security

Dramatic Cost Savings
Accelerate Business Agility 
Simplify and unify the security stack into one tool.
Deployment and protection within minutes.
Collapse Risk Exposure from Phishing, Malware,
Privacy Exposure, Data Leakage.
Visibility and control over enterprise workflows
and User Experience
Prevent Data Breaches and Public Exposure
Seamless Access to private and public apps for
any user from any device
Full control of any public SaaS or private web
application

Extension Architecture


